Max Resistance² - Now best in class
If you are looking for a worktop panel that resists even the most aggressive chemicals in the
extreme working conditions of the labroratory sector, there is only one choice: Max Resistance².
A product improvement of the established FunderMax worktop panels.
Because the surface, protected with a double cured urethane acrylic coating, has proven itself to
be unaffected by solvents and aggressive chemicals, easy to clean and disinfect, it extends the
serviceable

life

of

your

equipment

(worktop,

panels,

walls,

tables

etc.)

enormously.

Additional benefits
Max Resistance² is both chemical-resistant and highly mechanical resistant. If you know the heart
of the matter, you will immediately understand why. Max Resistance² consists of approved and
tested raw materials, produced under high temperature and pressure they emerge as a unique
compact laminate core to a homogenous decorative panel. Manufactured without joints and fully
enclosed it is therefore permanently resistant against moisture penetration.

Applications
Ideal for all types of laboratories, in the hygienic sector, for research centres, hospitals or doctor´s
surgery, photo laboratories, the foodstuffs industry, schools, pharmaceutical industry and
everywhere, where absolute cleanliness of highly resistant surface is demanded. Contact with
highly concentrated acids like Nitiric or Hydrochloric Acid do not change the surface or color at all,
which is unique compared to all other compact worktops on the market.

Collection
A deep black core. No need for treatment or sealing. Max Resistance² comes with double sided
decor and finish for maximum flatness and minimized off-cuts in fabrication. Peelable protective
film on both sides for maximum protection during transport, fabrication and installation.

More decors available
There are many more decors
available in the standard range
of decors with FH surface.

Processing recommendations
The Max Resistance² panel is very easy to machine and to install in difference to other materials.
For special and detailed information about processing recommendations please visit our website
www.fundermax.at.

Max Resistance² - www.fundermax.at/de/interior/compactplatten/detail/max-resistance.html
•

Higher coating thicknes

•

Abrasion-resistant

•

Silicon free

•

Certified Quality

•

Integrated surface

About FunderMax
FunderMax is one of Europe’s leading providers of quality wood materials and decorative
laminates. The company’s product range covers chipboards to coated chipboards (Star Favorit) in
the latest designs, all the way to high-pressure laminate (HPL) and Compact panels (Max Exterior
and Interior Max) and the m.look facade panel in A2 quality. The company has production facilities
at three locations in Austria (St. Veit/Glan, Wiener Neudorf and Neudörfl). Approximately 1,000
employees generated approximately 334 million euros in turnover for 2013. FunderMax is owned
by the Constantia Industries AG, one of the largest industrial groups in Austria.
In 2011, FunderMax was honored for its environmental commitment with the TRIGOS 2011, the
most important Austrian award for social responsibility.
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